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SMILE novel technologies
Advanced Mobile Border Control Device

Gateway at the Border Crossing points

- Sensors for biometric traits

- Device registration

- ePassport reader

- Secure communications via the p-PUF element

- Secure element - secure communications

- Travellers’ data prefetching

Soft-Biometrics module

Photonic Physical Unclonable Function device

- Soft-biometrics used: Gender, Age group, Eyes

- A miniaturized standalone device with USB

state, Eyewear, Smile, Beard, Moustache

interconnection

-

- Device authentication with memoryless key

On-line

(near

real-time)

soft

biometrics

extraction
-

generation

Biometrics-based

segmentation

using

any

biometric combination

- Scalable True Random Number Generation for
data encryption

- Group registration and verification

Biometric

Verification

on

homomorphic

encrypted data
-

,

End-to-end

Private Cloud infrastructure
- Biometric verification services

anonymous

privacy-preserving

- eID verification module

authentication scheme in order to protect the

-

users’

external databases

sensitive

biometric

data

during

Connectivity

with

legacy

systems

transmission and storage

- Risk assessment/alerts management

- Reduced computational and communication

- Statistics and reporting

overheads
- Ability for the matching server to perform a
linear

operation

associated

with

authentication process

End-users of the SMILE system

the

and/or
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Interview with Dr Alexandros Markos Fragkos, RnD Manager in
Optoelectronics at EULAMBIA Advanced Technologies
Q: What is the photonic Physical

prototype of the PUF device which in the next

Unclonable

device

three months will be ready to be installed in a

you are developing and what is

rack for a simulated environment operation. Our

its role in the SMILE Action?
A: "A Physical Unclonable

goal, by the end of the SMILE Action, is to

Function

(PUF) is a physical

this device that would be integrated inside the

implementation of a one-way
mathematical function that has the property to

Smart Gateway, which in turn will be installed at

Function

develop a standalone miniaturised version of

the Border Crossing Points premises."

map each one of its inputs to a unique output.
One of the most useful features, especially for
cryptographic applications, is that knowing the
output no one can reproduce the input. By
combining input and output, PUF technology
can be used for authentication purposes shifting
the security from software to hardware level. We
propose the use of a photonic PUF, that is
based on optical media, such as plastic optical
fibres, diffused glasses, etc. By stimulating the
optical medium with a laser beam, and by

"SMILE system will offer a unique
and enhanced data security,
integrated into a hardware level,
by
exploiting
the
innovative
technology of the p-PUF."
Q: What is the competitive advantage of your
device in terms of security compared to already

changing parameters of the beam, different

in market solutions?
A: "The most significant competitors to the

challenges are created generating different

photonic PUFs are the electronic PUFs that are

and unique responses. In the context of the

already in the market — their advantages over

SMILE Action, a PUF device will be integrated

the p-PUF lie in their affordability, small footprint,

into

and low energy consumption. These features are

SMILE

system

providing

true

random

numbers for data encryption purposes as well as

significant

generating memoryless and scalable keys for

authentication and data security of small and

authentication purposes."

mobile devices. On the contrary, p-PUFs offer a

Q: At what stage of development of the device

higher entropy against their counterparts, due

are you currently and what is your goal for the
end of the Action?
A: "At the beginning of the Action, PUF device
was in an experimental proof of concept level.
We developed a working prototype in the
laboratory

which

allowed

us

to

verify

its

capability to generate random numbers and
authentication

keys

for

a

wide

range

of

applications. By defining the specifications of
the

system,

based

on

the

SMILE

system

architecture, we designed the 1st small footprint

to

for

their

applications

increased

that

structural

require

complexity,

providing an exponentially large pool of random
numbers/authentication keys, appropriate for
applications

with

many

users/devices

and

increased data rates. Also, due to intrinsic
sensitivity

to

mechanical

minor
and

variations

environmental

of

different

parameters,

they offer inherent anti-tampering capabilities.
Finally, due to their random and their highly
complex physical structure they are resilient to
machine learning and modelling attacks."
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Interview with Yannis Nikoloudakis, Research Associate at Technological
Educational Institute of Crete - Pasiphae Lab
Q: What are the SMILE's front-end development

Q: TEIC has participated in a number of EU

approaches and what functions will the end-

funded research projects. How do you diffuse

users perform through them?

the

A: "SMILE’s front-end will allow travellers to
proactively authenticate themselves through

academic community?
A: "As TEIC has a long experience of EU-Funded

official European authentication services and

projects, we have established several strategies

preregister their future travels. This will allow

and techniques to properly disseminate and

them to travel faster through Land-Borders, by

diffuse the acquired knowledge and the results

only demonstrating their travel documents while

of EU-Funded activities and research initiatives.

passing through a fast-lane, without having to

Firstly, bachelor and postgraduate lectures are

wait in the long waiting lines, created by

created so students can be informed about the

traditional travelling tactics.

purpose and scope of ongoing or completed EU-

Additionally, Land-Border officers and eligible

Funded projects.

authorities are able to search, browse and get
insightful statistics about all the travels and
travellers travelling throughout the land borders
of the European Union."
Q:

Are

there

any

technical,

security

or

regulatory challenges that you are facing during
the

front-end

design

requirements?
A: "Concerning

due

to

SMILE's

acquired

knowledge

inside

the

TEIC

"Concerning the technical part,
the development of a responsive,
cross-platform UI application was
a challenging issue."
Secondly, special workshops in clustering events

the

are scheduled during the lifetime of projects, to

development of a responsive, cross-platform UI

showcase the applications and functionalities of

application

projects. Finally, the results of projects that have

the

was

a

technical

part,

challenging

issue.

Furthermore, the manipulation of personal user

a

information was a regulatory challenge. To this

respected technical and academic magazines"

end, several user consent forms will have to be
provided to the end users of our systems and
applications."
Q: What tools or processes do you plan to use to
test the functionality of your apps?
A:

"A

series

of

questionnaires

will

be

disseminated to get users’ insights and overall
feedback concerning the Front-end and its
functionalities. Additionally, a number of testing
pilots in real-world conditions at two European
Land-Borders will be performed to test the
functionality of our system and applications
against real use-cases and actual needs."

scientific impact

are published

in

well-
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Find out more & connect with us!
http://smile-h2020.eu
twitter.com/smile_h2020
Linkedin.com/company/smile-smart-mobility-at-theeuropean-land-borders/

...and don't forget to subscribe!

Contacts
Project Cordinator
Dr Dimitrios Tzovaras
Information Technologies Institute
Centre of Research & Technology - Hellas
6th km Harilaou - Thermi, 57001, Greece Thessaloniki, Greece
Quality Assurance Manager
Georgios Stavropoulos
Centre of Research & Technology Hellas - Informatics and
Telematics Institute

Email hello@smile-h2020.eu
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